Response to comments of Anonymous Referee #1
General comments
The essay on the development of millet cultivation in China includes an interesting and large
collection of data well suited for publication.

Specific comments
1. The temporal-quantitative evaluation is not comprehensible if the authors do not disclose how
many sites (features, samples) they have per region and per time slice or archaeological culture.
Only then is it clear whether the quantitative changes are not artifacts. According to page 4, they
have 487 flotation results (are these samples?) from 349 sites. That is, less than 2 samples per site
on average? Maybe also a few sites (which epochs) with many samples? Therefore, the
representativeness of the data is not clear. What about the earliest time slice (e.g. Fig. 5 above): is
there nothing investigated, or is it investigated, but nothing found?
Response: Thanks for the helpful comment. Sample numbers had been added to the top-right corner
of figures per region (Fig. 2 and 3) and per time slice (Fig. 4). The 487 flotation results addressed
in the manuscript indicate compilations of samples from the same phase of an archaeological site
rather than original samples floated, and sites with less than 2 or many samples just indicate the
number of cultural phases per site. Original sample numbers and volumes investigated per site have
been added in the new version of the data tables (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6669730). The
earliest time slice of Fig. 5 (11000–9000 cal BP) only consists of one site, i.e. Donghulin site (Fig.
3B), and thus is not illustrated again.
2. An image of selected macro-remains and phytoliths of the millets is missing. What are the criteria
to distinguish the millets on the basis of their phytoliths? Is this possible? In any case, the
comparison of grain numbers and phytoliths is not useful. If there has not been threshing and
dehusking within the village, phytoliths will be hardly found on site.
Response: Images of selected macro-remains and phytoliths of the millets have been added in Fig.
6. Discrimination of millets phytoliths was based on five key diagnostic characteristics in phytolith
morphology of inflorescence bracts, especially the Ω-type and η-type (Fig. 6H and I), which had
been published by our research team (Lu et al., 2009). The divergence between grain numbers and
phytoliths may attribute to several factors, and the possible effect of the processing method had been
added to the discussion.
Lu, H. Y., et al. Phytoliths analysis for the discrimination of Foxtail millet (Setaria italica) and
Common millet (Panicum miliaceum), PLoS One, 4, e4448, 2009a.
Lines193–195
…such as the different sources of crop grains and phytoliths or biases in the representativeness of

quantity. Diagnostic phytoliths of millets were derived from the inflorescence bracts (Figures 6G
and I), which may have been discarded during threshing and dehusking. …

3. Important would still be the climate discussion: around 6000 BP there is a climate deterioration
in Central Europe, what it's like in China? The authors write warm/humid. How can they read this
from the pollen data?
Response: According to the high-resolution, pollen-based quantitative precipitation reconstructed
from the Gonghai Lake in northern China (Fig. 7A), the annual precipitation was 30% higher than
present from ~7800–5300 ka, and no climate deterioration had been observed around 6000 cal BP
in northern China. Besides, similar results could also be observed in pollen records from the Daihai
and Hulun Lake.
4. Absolutely necessary is a chronology table, broken down by regions and millennia (better
centuries), otherwise the arguments and data are not understandable. And it would be important to
have a brief summary of what characterizes these archaeological cultures about which they are
writing, see also Fig. 1. Are these comparable settlement types and types of findings?
Response: A chronology table broken down by regions and centuries has been added as Fig. 1B,
and a brief summary of these archaeological cultures has been added in section 2.
Line 76-82
During the Pre-Peiligang period, only a few archaeological sites were scattered in the Yanbei region,
Central Plains, and Haidai region. Subsequently, four archaeological cultures, i.e. Xinglongwa,
Dadiwan, Peiligang, and Houli, formed almost synchronously across Liaoxi, Guanzhong, Central
Plains, and Haidai regions, which were widely regarded as sedentary settlements and the origin of
millet agriculture. During the early and late Yangshao period, settlements increased dramatically
and spread wildly across all the six regions, especially Miaodigou culture, with remarkable signals
of social hierarchy emergence. The Longshan period witnessed high population densities and the
rise and fall of early complex society, and eventually the early states—Erlitou culture formed in the
Central Plains during the Bronze Age.

5. That more existing 14C data of settlements means an increase in population is an old idea but not
convincing. The amount of 14C data depends among others on how much money the archaeologists
spend on it. It is enough argument that there are more sites. But for that you would have to know
whether the fewer, older sites are just as easy to find. If they have left fewer traces (e.g. block
construction of houses, no pits), then you will also find less. Are all epochs sampled and examined
equally (see above?).
Response: Thanks for the comment. One key process in the use of 14C data of settlements dealing
with the inter-site sampling intensity was aggregating samples from the same site before calculating
summed probability distribution, and thus may diminish possible anthropogenic biases and reflect
the fluctuation of population. The taphonomic loss was an inevitable question in the flotation results,
and feature numbers (mean, standard deviation) (Excel data, MLY_Fig.2 and APE_Fig.3 sheets)
had been applied to infer changes in all epochs.
6. There is also a lack of inclusion of other crops. For example, a change from dry to wet rice
cultivation from the Neolithic to the Bronze Age can be expected, etc. This would clearly
substantiate the author’s thesis of increasing effectiveness. In addition, the archaeological
background would be interesting, what do we know: settlement concentration? Which raw materials?
Already metal? Trade?
Response: Thanks for your suggestion. Due to limited research on the determination of rice arable
systems, whether the paddy fields in northern China were wet (e.g. Huizui site) or dry (e.g. Zhuzhai
site) remains controversial and a shift from dry to wet rice cultivation had not been observed so far.
The increasing effectiveness was supposed to be mainly focused on millet agriculture in northern
China as rice only played a minor role in the cropping patterns. The key change in cropping patterns

from the Neolithic to the Bronze Age was the introduction of wheat and barley through the transEurasian exchange, as illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3.
7. There is something strange with nitrogen and loess on p. 15 below. The black soils from loess
have been the most fertile soils ever, which probably did not have to be fertilized for the first 1-2
millennia.
Response: Though the black soils from loess were fertile, loess soils were vulnerable to the loss of
organic matter due to the little content of clay in loess and thus may not be able to sustain continuous
intensive cultivation. Besides, a millet–pig system illustrating the fertilization of millet fields with
pig or human dung was supposed to be in practice at Dadiwan around 5500 cal BP in a recent study
(Yang et al., 2022).
Yang, J. S., et al. Sustainable intensification of millet–pig agriculture in Neolithic North China,
Nature Sustainability, https://doi.org/10.1038/s41893-022-00905-9, 2022.
8. In the case of bar charts, the dashed lines must be removed or consistently applied to everything.
Mathematically, they are strange, because these are different times and data sets. Why are some bars
missing in the charts? The number of the figures has to be checked.
Response: The horizontal dashed lines in Fig. 3 have been removed and the green and blue dashed
lines have been plotted consistently to illustrate the diachronic trends of increase or decrease across
different periods. The missing bars in the charts indicate the absence of certain crops or lack of
flotation results during certain periods (Fig. 3). The number of Fig. 4 was mistakenly written as Fig.
2 and has been revised.
9. Something important for the calculations is the differentiation of mass finds (charred storage finds)
versus normal settlement waste. If such mass finds, which are singular events, are included in the
calculations, they confuse the results, e.g. by pretending an “increase”.
Response: Thanks for the comment. Two rules applied in this study could ensure the
representativeness of these data. Firstly, most of the flotation results compiled here were a mixture
of contemporaneous samples recovered from cultural layers or pits of the same sites, with more than
74% containing 2 or more samples. Secondly, the absolute numbers of crops from each site were
transferred to percentage first and then calculated for the mean values and standard deviations of
each period, which diminished possible representativeness bias induced by samples with mass finds.

Technical corrections
10. As for the data tables (Excel):
They are not understandable for people not involved in the project.
The feature numbers, sample numbers and sample volumes investigated per site are
lacking.
Are all items preserved charred?

The order of the data is unclear.
The archaeological period and the publication per site are lacking.
Response: As for the data tables (Excel): A new version of V1.0 has been uploaded, including a
revised Excel file and a new KML file for better visualization of these data. Sample numbers and
volumes of each flotation results have been added and feature numbers of each period (MLY_Fig.2
and APE_Fig.3 sheets) have also been illustrated. All staple crops are preserved charred. The order
of the data has been rearranged. The archaeological period and the publication per site have also
been added (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6669730).

